where E is the approximation vector and e is the error vector. We N are concerned with determining upper and lower bounds for I I I I e where I I l l l I I indicates the euclidean norm of the vector.
In order to compute bounds for the norm of the error vector, it is -= natural to compute the residual vector,
(1*4)
Here A I I I I indicates the spectral norm of the matrix A . Assuming that I I I I A = 1 (this can be accomplished via a simple scaling of (l.l)), we see -that even though I[~,11 is "small", the bound for Ile/I can be quite large when 11~-1 II is very large.
By computing additional information, it is possible to obtain more Iprecise upper and lower bounds on the euclidean length of the error vector. In Section 2, we give an algorithm which depends upon computing 
i i
In Section 3, we use the same sequence of vectors as described in Section 2 but we assume that the only information that the investigator has is an upper bound on the largest eigenvalue of A and a non-trivial . .
lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue. Using the theory of moments, an algorithm is given for determining upper and lower bounds. Then in Section 4, we consider the Jacobi iterative method for solving the system of equations (l.l), and we show it is possible to establish bounds for the error by examining the difference of successive iterates. Finally, a numerical example is given in Section 5. In a future report, we shall
give methods for improving the approximate solution using the techniques --. described in this paper. Il_ll e2 may subject to the
Error bounds using the theory of moments
In the more usual situation, one has the information that
This is a problem in the classical theory of moments which has been solved by A. A. Markov. In order to give a numerical algorithm for determining bounds for \\e\\ , we review some facts from the theory of Gaussian quadrature. 2k Suppose we are given [IJ-$.~ , and a function q(h) (a 5 h <b) , and we wish to determine WJ) so that
a
We can determine a quadrature rule such that
where {A.,ti]kVl and {Bj]mzl are unknown and CZj35,, is specified-
where
Thus if v(h) = LB2 and m = 1 , th From (3.2), we see that ir satisfies a (k+l)-order difference equation To determine a lower bound for the error viz. E-2 , it is necessary to solve for cg 3 -i tCo from equations similar to (3.3) and
Note to solve for (&~k=, , it is naeessary to change only one row in the matrix and one can use the devices given in [2] for solving such a modified system efficiently.
For large k , the system of linear equations which one solves for the coefficients of the difference equation may be quite ill-conditioned.
For that reason it is sometimes preferable to solve explicitly for the quadrature rule. As is well known, the.nodes of the quadrature rule are the roots of orthogonal polynomials. Now the orthogonal polynomials
satisfy a three term recurrence relationship viz.
The coefficients (E.1 k Jj=l , the Lanczos algorithm [8] .
can be computed directly using The polynomial p,(E) is not unique and consequently we desire that . _ and hence r-1 s = (so, (ws~o) l Our problem now is to determine upper and lower bounds for P-2 -2(k+l)clm1
In order that there exist a distribution function a(h) in the interval (a,b) associated with (p }2k s s=-2 ' it is necessary and sufficient that it is simply necessary to examine the boundary of the shaded region in Figure II . e A short calculation yields (Q,,Q,) for which
-s1 = *d dp-l 2(lrtl)lJl with ~1 Ub -1 = OS2 + @% and Thus, it is possible to determine upper. and lower bounds for Il:wli/ , and these bounds are attainable.
5-

A numerical example
Consider the system Ax =b of equations . .
where A is a tri-diagonal matrix with elements (-1,2,-l) and b=Q, the null vector. It is well known that .
'j CA) = 2+ 2 cos $ii-, j'=l,Z, . . ., n' .
The Jacobi matrix M is also tri-diagonal and has elements WY 0,
The Jacobi method was used for solving the system for n = 20 and IL; = (1,1,...,1) . In Tables I, II , and III, we give the error bounds associated with the error vector of x -10 l To use the methods of Section 3, we must compute in addition Fzp3 for P = OYlY . . ., k.
In Tables II and III, we give bounds for the error using the difference vectors (S,_,) for p = O,l,...,k . Note that the bound using the residual vector is slightly better than those camputed using the difference vectors but it requires additional work to compute [r ) k -p p=o whereas the difference vectors are camputed in the natural sequence of events.
In addition, note that the lower bounds are less influenced by the interval of the eigenvalues than are the upper bounds. Furthermore, we see that in this case that a knowledge of all the eigenvalues does not provide much smaller intervals for the error. 
